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AFFIDAVIT OF STEVEN CRAIG

2

STATE OF NEVADA

3

COUNTY OF WASHOE

)
) ss.

)

4
5

I, Steven Craig, being first duly sworn, depose and state as follows:

6

1. I have a Master's of Science degree in Economic Geology from Colorado State

7

University and am a Certified Professional Geologist. I currently reside in Reno, Nevada

8

2. I have 43 years of total mining industry experience specializing in mineral

9

exploration and development. Most of this experience was in Nevada with Kermecott

10

Exploration/Rio Tinto as Regional Exploration Manager and with four junior exploration and

11

development companies as President or Vice President of Exploration. During my career, I

12

gained considerable knowledge of the Nevada exploration and development process of many

13

gold projects that eventually produced gold. I had the privilege to visit nearly every operating

14

mine in the state. Besides attending open pit geologic tours, I also had opportunities to

15

examine and understand the procedures used in crushing systems, leach pad operations and

16

milling operations.

17

18
19

20
21
22

23
24
25

3. My work at the Borealis Mine ("Mine") in Mineral County, Nevada spanned
14 years from January 1998 to August 2011.1 was responsible for all aspects of geology,
exploration, permitting and early development. The positions I held were Vice President of
Exploration for Golden Phoenix Minerals Inc. from January 1998 to October 2005, as Vice
President of Exploration for Gryphon Gold Inc. from January 2006 to October 2008, as
Senior Geologic Consultant to Gryphon Gold from November 2008 to March 2010, and as

Vice President of Exploration for Gryphon gold from April 2010 to August 2011.
Furthermore, while I was Regional Manager for Kennecott Exploration, I toured the mine in
1982, 1984 and 1987, while Echo Bay Minerals was the mine operator. They mined and

26

processed about 10 million tons of hard silicified ore that was leached after crushing, or

27

leached as "run of mine". This ore was from eight separate open pits, one of which was from

28

an area known as East Ridge.
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1

4. The mining of Borealis ceased in the mid-1990s due to the decrease in gold

2

prices, and the Mine laid dormant until Gryphon Gold purchased the Mine and put a plan in

3

place to reopen the Mine.

4

5. Because of this long exposure to the Mine, I am therefore, a technical expert

5

on all aspects of the Borealis property. The duties and work that I performed at the Mine

6

included the following:

7
8

a. Was responsible for all exploration on the property, including drilling,
data base management, some metallurgical studies, and historical
records

9

b. Oversaw and/or was responsible for all resource models and other

10

c. Responsible for permit compliance and obtaining new permits for

technical reports
exploration or as mine development neared, worked with the USFS and

11
12

13
14
15

NDEP closely
d. Conducted numerous field and board room presentations to technical
professionals and investment groups, some were in international
settings
e. Assisted the General Mine Manager (Bob Cassinelli) in the early stages
of construction
6. The Mine broke ground in early June 2011, and I resigned my position with

16

Gryphon Gold in early August 2011 due to an opportunity in Mexico. I visited the mine five

17

times thereafter in 2012, 2013, 2014, 2015 and 2016 as either an invited guest, or as Expert

18

Witness accompanied by attorneys. These visits allowed me to observe and assess the

19

continued development of the Mine.

20

7. My first visit was conducted on June 27, 2012, under the invitation of Bob

21

Cassinelli, General Mine Manager. Also attending was Jerry Baughman, former Gryphon

22

Director. The purpose of the trip was to provide my observations to the mine manager to help

23

him continue the successful operation of the new mine. We observed the mining and crushing

24

of the old Freedoms Flats leach pad ore (Pad 1) and the placement of this low grade ore onto

25

the new leach pad. We also visited the ADR plant, the ponds, and witnessed a gold pour.

26

Basically, this trip established two things: It had provided a baseline for me for the basic

27

ongoing operation after one year since construction started up, and the mine plan that I had

28

helped develop was being properly executed. This plan was to initially process the Freedom
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1

Flats portion of Pad 1 as it contained strong leachable gold grades, add material from the East

2

Borealis "waste dump" which had leachable grades of ore mixed with barren rock, process the

3

north side of the Pad 3, which was all run of mine ("fresh ore") and had good gold grades, and

4

during this time, start mining Upper East Ridge fresh ore to blend into these other low grade

5

ores.

6

8. On December 4, 2013,1 was again invited to the Borealis Mine site by Lisanna

7

Lewis for an interview and possible employment with Waterton. Waterton had taken over the

8

operation of the mine earlier in the year, and by this time, the only people left from the

9

Gryphon operation were Lewis and Glen Kile, both of whom I considered good long term

10

friends. I met with Jack McMahon, Waterton COO, for about a half hour discussing my

11

experience. He stated that he was impressed with my experience and knowledge. He also said

12

that he had two senior Waterton people coming down from Toronto next Monday, and he

13

wanted me to meet them. (They never called for the meeting). The new Waterton Mine

14

Manager (Kevin) was supposed to be at the interview, but was over at Esmeralda. After the

15

interview, Ward, the operations manager, took me to the crusher area and to Leach Pad 3 to

16

observe the removal of the material. I questioned him about grade control, because where he

17

was mining had no economic grade (based on my sonic drilling assay results completed

18

during Gryphon's exploration). He said it didn't matter, they were taking everything and

19

moving it a short distance to the crusher. He also took me to the East Borealis waste dump

20

(or low-grade stockpile), which had been drilled and surface sampled showing low grade gold

21

values. He showed me a bench wall and pointed out the different colors of the rock in the

22

dump. These colors were generally red, grey and white, and which were mined from different

23

parts of the Borealis pit and dumped over the side of the waste dump one on top of the

24

previous. He wanted to know what ore looked like. I said take the grey and the red, and

25

recommended that he assay the samples first. I asked if they take assay samples, and he said

26

no, nor, did they need or want a geologist. Our third stop was to observe the high area of the

27

East Ridge Pit which was mined by Gryphon Gold under Bob Cassinelli. I asked why they

28

stopped mining it, and Ward said the rock was too hard, which I thought was absurd. (Echo
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1

Bay successfully mined 10 million tons of the same hard silicified material). I later learned

2

that the total gold recoveries of this new ore material doubled the monthly total from about

3

800 ounces to 1600 ounces of gold after processing. Essentially, my opinion ofWaterton's

4

activities from the visit was that they needed considerable technical help, as they were not

5

following mining industry best practices for a successful operation.

6

9. On August 13, 2014,1 attended an inspection tour of the mine that was

7

organized by Greg Wilson, a bankruptcy attorney. In attendance for the bankruptcy trustee

8

were Greg Wilson and Steve Craig, and for Waterton were Isser Elishis, Jack McMahon and

9

their attorney, and for Independent Mining Consultants (hired by the bankruptcy trustee) were

10

Mike Hester and Yvette Gengler. Lisanna Lewis was at the mine but refused to talk to me and

11

did not go on the tour. I also learned that Glen Kile was "taking the day off. Leading into this

12

trip were several important events that are listed below.

13

a) Greg Wilson phoned me on June 17, 2014, and he wanted my assistance in the

14

bankruptcy. He informed me that he is trying to set up a site tour with

15

Waterton, but they were delaying the visit as they were not ready for us.

16

Afterwards, I inquired several times with Wilson about the trip and he

17

confirmed that Waterton was still not ready for us.

18

19

b) On July 1 and 2, 2014,1 spoke to Mike Hester and transferred drill hole digital
files to him in Tucson.

20

c) On July 13 and 14,1 traveled to Tucson and met with Mike Hester and Yvette

21

Gengler to answer their questions about the Mine and the resource model.

22

d) On July 25, Greg Wilson and I go to Waterton's legal office in Reno to

23

examine all geologic file information. Only about 5 boxes were provided. No

24

one from Waterton could explain what was brought and why. I declared to

25

everyone present this was not all the information and deemed it a waste of time

26

because I knew there were multiple filing cabinets and rolls and rolls of maps

27

and cross sections. Lisanna Lewis was supposed to be in the meeting, and we

28

were told that she cannot see us. .
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1

The mine tour finally took place on August 13, 2014. After administrative and safety

2

training in the Mine office, our first stop was on top of the Leach Pad #2 (water tank pad)

3

where we overviewed the leach pad, mining of the Freedom Flats pad, Freedom Flats pit and

4

the ADR/ponds. I noted that the Preg Pond was exceedingly low and the overflow or barren

5

pond was quite full (Photo 1 and 2). The Preg Pond was covered by a thin layer of solution

6

and was extremely black from carbon. You could see the change in color from the north side

7

of the pond to the south indicating more carbon was found on the north end of the pond where

8

the lined solution ditch discharged solution into the pond or into the ADR plant system. At

9

the time I did not know why the pond had carbon in it, or if the carbon possibly came from

10

the ditch.

11

Our second stop was to overview the Freedom Flats pit.

12

The third stop was in the nearly mined out Borealis East waste dump. It appeared that

13

the available ore material was not entirely mined out as I could identify discrete color changes

14

in the pit floor.

15

The fourth stop was on top of the East Ridge Pit to observe the area that was mined in

16

2013. I later learned from Bob Cassinelli that gold recoveries doubled when this ore was

17

processed. It was stated that they stopped mining because the rock was too hard to crush. Of

18

note, all the ore ever crushed at the mine (including Echo Bay in the 80's) was of the same

19

type as found on top of the East Ridge Pit.

20

The fifth stop was in the bottom of the East Ridge Pit.

21

The sixth stop was on the haul road switch back going to the Northeast Ridge Pit.

22

From this vantage point, I could see that all the leach pads and parts of some waste dumps had

23

sampling roads cut into them. I later asked to see the assay data from this sampling program,

24

and they said they were lost. I asked to go to the Northeast Ridge pit but they refused due to

25

supposed bad road conditions.

26

27

The seventh stop was down to the crushing area where we observed the process of
moving rock to the crushers and down the belt line leading up to the leach pad where the

28
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1

material was dumped. I also examined crush size, which appeared to be larger than it should

2

have been based on crushing tests putting the best recovery at minus 5/8 inch.

3

Our eighth stop was at the ADR Plant. We entered the building from the side door

4

opposite of the ponds. We examined the process inside and during that time I wandered off

5

toward a large open garage door on the north side of the building. I could get a good view of

6

the plastic lined ditch that fed water into the Preg Pond and directly into the preg storage tank,

7

where solution was then discharged into the carbon columns. I was quickly intercepted by

8

Isser Elishis (Photo 3) and told to join the group, but the group quickly joined us. After a

9

minute we were moved into the building and out the back door again. We never got close to

10

the pond, other than seeing a comer of it, as Waterton truly did not want us near it. I first

11

noticed a flexible blue hose that came out of the ADR building and discharged into the lined

12

ditch (Photos 4, 5, 6). On the inside of the building, the hose was attached to a small round

13

tank, which is the ADR's wash vessel (Photo?). This tank would normally contain clean

14

cyanide solution after the carbon is screened out in the blue filter press. While briefly

15

overlooking the ditch, I noticed that there appeared to be carbon scattered about where the

16

pipe dumped solution into the ditch. I asked Elishis about this and he said it was probably due

17

to an accidental spill from a large carbon bag further up the lined ditch. At the time the

18

explanation sounded plausible. I also noted that the ditch area with the blue hose had bird

19

netting as all open cyanide bearing solution had to be protected from wildlife. We now know

20

that fine carbon was being sent to the pond via the blue hose, which implies that the filter

21

press was being bypassed and the solution containing fine carbon was re-routed through the

22

blue hose back to the Preg Pond.

23

Our ninth stop at the Mine was back at the office where we turned in our safety gear.

24

We also toured the geologist trailer with stacks ofunsorted reports, maps, and file cabinets. I

25

also noted that the thousands of valuable drill chip trays were stacked up unsorted and some

26

boxes had rotted out leaving the trays open to the elements. I told McMahon that he needed

27

to get this material saved for future reference. (My opinion is that geologic information of all

28
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1

types is critical for the successful operation of the mine. Waterton did not care about this

2

information and I felt that they were not committed to proper stewardship of the Mine assets.)

3

We left the Mine and Waterton group and continued to our last stop of the day to view

4
5
6
7

the Western area and three small deposits found there.
One of the remarkable statements that Elishis kept making at different stops was that
the Borealis property was a piece of "shit" and it was unbelievable that a mine was built.
10. On July 7, 2015, I attended another inspection of the Borealis property with

8

Chris Wicker for the Bockhold team and Jack McMahon and Richard Wells for Waterton. It

9

was reported that mining had stopped about May or June 2015, but solution processing

10

continued. Based on what we saw, the trucks were all parked, the crusher was not operating,

11

there were few employees present and it was very quiet. The tour was quick and we passed by

12

the new leach pad that was recently completed, viewed the quiet crusher area, drove up to the

13

Upper East Ridge pit mined area, down to the East Borealis waste dump area and the final

14

stop was a quick inspection of the ADR plant. They refused to take us to the top of the Water

15

Tank hill for an overview. At the ADR plant we inspected the lined ditch which still appeared

16

to have carbon at the blue pipe discharge point that I observed last year. The blue hose/pipe

17

was removed and new bird netting was placed where it had been discharging (Photo 8). The

18

pond contained solution but was much higher than our last visit in 2014.

19

11. McMahon stated that 18 people were laid off and the shutdown was

20

economically driven. He claimed that Waterton suffered a $4.6 million loss in 2014 and as of

21

the time of the visit in mid-2015, $1 million were reported in losses. He again stated that they

22

kept the mine going to show Nevada that they were good corporate citizens in the state.

23

12. On July 15, 2016,1 took a small aircraft flight over the Borealis property to

24

check on activities with my main focus directly on the pregnant pond with the carbon. Even

25

though it had water in it, I could still see a black layer on the pond floor. The overflow pond

26

next to it was empty (Photo 9 and 10).

27
28
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1

he was there, and he replied that he needed to discuss surface reclamation as part of an annual

2

review of reclamation activities as it related to Waterton's plans to continue operating on the

3

newly constructed leach pad at the mine. He was given a courtesy visit to the ADR plant.

4

(Patrick Goldstrand, NDEP, is the normal inspector under the Water Pollution Control

5

Permit). Process also told me that he noted considerable spilled carbon on the ground

6

between the pond and ADR plant and he thought this was very unusual, which he was looking

7

for an explanation from me. I told him I did not know, but agreed that it was very unusual. At

8

that point, I suspected that Waterton may have removed some of the carbon, but do not know.

9
10

appropriate mining procedure. Because of this abnormal use, I have analyzed the information

11

provided to me about the contained gold values in the carbon that was/is deposited into the

12

Preg Pond at the Borealis Mine operated by Waterton (Photo 11). The following are known

13

facts:

14

a) Waterton had full control of the mine and process facilities to themselves

15

from about July 2013 to December 2015, which was the date they put the

16

operation on temporary shutdown. This period of time is important in that

17

they had eliminated nearly all of the original staff, and they initiated their

18

practice of depositing carbon into the Preg Pond.

19

the carbon in the pond. The comer to comer dimensions at the bottom of

21

the Preg Pond tub are 100 feet wide and 200 feet long.
c) The estimated thickness of the carbon stored in the Preg Pond tub is

23

reported by Glen Kile to be at least 7 feet near the lined drainage, and then

24

down to about 4 feet along the northern end of the pond and gradually

25

decreasing to about 2 to 2.5 feet on the south end. He determined this when

26

he was sent out both to walk on the carbon or use a boat at the south end to

27

measure and sample the thickness of the carbon after the pond had been

28

drained down. He said the north end had considerable course carbon,
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14. The use of the Preg Pond for carbon storage or disposal is not a customary or

1

which is why he could walk on it. The south end the carbon was much

2

finer and was in a dense slurry of fine carbon. Basically, he was told to

3

cover the carbon with solution as quick as he could because there was an

4

inspection coming by attorneys and he did not want anyone to see this. He

5

did not see the assay results of his sampling.

6

d) Kile further reports that the carbon that was stripped of gold in the ADR

7

building but still contained about 7 ounces per ton as it was delivered to the

8

Preg Pond tub. He said there was no effort to filter the fine carbon out of

9

the solution before it was sent to the Preg Pond via a blue hose.

10

e) The Preg Pond received overflow solution from the pads and from the

11

carbon columns when pumping could not keep up with recirculation back

12

to the pads. The carbon in the Preg Pond would continue to collect any

13

gold which was in cyanide solution.

14

f) New dry carbon arrives in super sacks and weighs in at 1100 pounds

15

(Photo 12). Carbon is cooked coconut shells and average 1/16 to 3/16

16

inches in size. Super sacks are 35" X 35" X 55" high. They are designed to

17

hold 2200 pounds (Photo 13).

18

g) Wet carbon placed in a bag weighs as much as 2400 pounds. The weight is

19

caused by carbon fines that are tightly packed and contains water (Photo

20

14).

21

15. The following are generalized calculations of gold content and value of the

22

carbon in the Preg Pond using certain assumptions.

23

a) The volume of the carbon contained in the pond would be a rectangular

24

shape averaging 3 feet thick, 100 feet wide and 200 feet long. Multiplying

25

the volume is estimated to be 60,000 cubic feet.

26
27

b) A super sack is approximately 3 feet by 3 feet by 4 feet and holds a ton
within a volume of 36 cubic feet.

28
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1

c) Therefore, the total tonnage of carbon that could be contained in the Preg

2

Pond is estimated to be 1,666 tons.

3

d) If each ton contains 7 ounces of gold, then the total gold contained in the

4

carbon in the pond is estimated to be 11,666 ounces.

5

e) At a gold price of $ 1200, the value of the gold in the pond is estimated to

6

be $14 million.

7

f) Variables to the calculation could be 1) the carbon layer is thinner or

8

thicker than understood; 2) the gold loading onto the carbon is greater or

9

lesser than the 7 ounces per ton delivered on carbon to the pond, and 3) the

10

amount of newly absorbed gold onto carbon in the pond from gold rich

11

solutions from the leach pad.

12
13

I swear under penalty of perjury that the foregoing statements in this affidavit are true.

14

DATED this Z^ day of May 2017.

15

16
17
Subscribed and sworn to before me

18

this^3^dayofMay2017.

MELISSA C. SCOTT I
Notary Public - State of Nevada I
' Appointment Recorded in Washoe County I
N0:97-1155-2 Expires AprillS, 20211

19
20

.c^\\j^r^
Notary Public

21
22
23

24
25
26

27
28
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Appendix of Photos

Photo 1. Overview of Overflow (Barren) Pond on left and Preg Pond on the right. Note the low level of
the Preg Pond and the black carbon in the bottom.

c

Photo 2. Close up of the Preg Pond with black carbon filling the bottom of the lined containment. Note
there is more carbon on the right side (north) of the pond than the left side. This is due to carbon fines
being dumped into the lined ditch on the north side.

Photo 3. Waterton Executives with attorney standing on the hose that dumps cyanide solution
containing carbon fines into the lined ditch leading to the Preg Pond. This was taken after I was asked to
rejoin the group inside.

Photo 4. The blue hose is just out of view, but it enters the lined ditch near the white bucket on the
right. Note the black staining indicating fine carbon. Also note the pond on the left and the bird netting
covering the area of open solution when the blue hose is running.

Photo 5. Overview of the lined ditch above the area of the blue hose where cyanide solution was
discharged. Note there is no black carbon stain in the ditch on the right side of the picture but you can
see black color down below the blue hose.

Photo 6. Close up zoom of Photo 5. Note the blue hose ending at the white bucket and the start of the
black carbon staining.

Photo 7. On the lower right side, note the blue hose connected to the wash tank and going out to the
lined ditch. The filter press is the blue square box with the brooms leaning upon it and the acid wash
tank is tan colored conical tank in the background behind the wash tank.

Photo 8. July 7, 2015. A year later at another inspection, I note that the area is “cleaned up”, the blue
hose is gone, and new bird netting is placed over the area where the blue hose was discharging cyanide
solution with carbon. Note the pond is visible and at normal operating levels.

Photo 9. July 15, 2016 fly over. Note the carbon in the preg pond and two streams of water from the
ditch and large holding tank. Most of this solution was being pumped back up to the pad to rinse the
pad and evaporate as much as possible. Note the Overflow Pond is empty. The third pond was just
completed to accommodate the new unused leach pad for flood events.

Photo 10. Close up of the Preg pond during flyover. Note the two white streams of solution coming into
the pond. These solutions both originated from the leach pad and probably contained minute quantities
of gold, which would be collected on the carbon in the Preg Pond. This also tells me that the carbon
columns are not being operated at this time as solution is bypassed back into the pond.

Appendix of Additional Photos

Photo 11. Google Earth image dated February 22, 2014. Note the black streak of carbon running down
the upper right corner of the Preg Pond. This carbon is visible and traceable up the lined ditch to about
where the end of the blue hose was seen laying in the ditch Also note the carbon has a tendency to turn
and drift down the corner of the pond underwater.

Photo 12. Super sack at Just Refiners in Sparks Nevada (unknown source).

Photo 13. New carbon seen at the ADR plant at Borealis. Note the size difference from Photo 4

Photo 14. Fine used carbon containing gold in super sack at Just Refiners (unknown source)

